
 

Assign your macros to hotkeys to enable quick and easy macro recording and playback of any action performed on the
keyboard. Keyboard recording. Record keyboard actions. Fast, easy, and discreet. Keyboard recording is a powerful tool to
make yourself more efficient. Have you ever wished to assign a single shortcut to a lengthy task or multiple shortcuts to a
repeated task? For instance, a repetitive task like forwarding an email, forwarding an email, forwarding an email, or rebooting
your computer? Keyboard recording creates an audio macro that will execute any keyboard action made as a single hotkey.
After playback, the recorded action will be performed one or more times, like you wanted. Keyboard recording is the fastest
and most discreet tool to make keyboard shortcuts. Keyboard playback. Playback of recorded keyboard action. Record your
keyboard action and store it for future use. Keyboard playback creates the illusion of a keyboard emulated by your system. You
can record keyboard actions made on your PC and play them back. A click of a button and you’re ready to execute the recorded
action. The tool doesn’t allow for a huge number of keys to be recorded at the same time. Hotkeys keyboard recording. Record
keyboard actions. Keyboard recording is a powerful tool to make yourself more efficient. Have you ever wished to assign a
single shortcut to a lengthy task or multiple shortcuts to a repeated task? For instance, a repetitive task like forwarding an email,
forwarding an email, forwarding an email, or rebooting your computer? Keyboard recording creates an audio macro that will
execute any keyboard action made as a single hotkey. After playback, the recorded action will be performed one or more times,
like you wanted. Keyboard recording is the fastest and most discreet tool to make keyboard shortcuts. Keyboard playback.
Playback of recorded keyboard action. Record your keyboard action and store it for future use. Keyboard playback creates the
illusion of a keyboard emulated by your system. You can record keyboard actions made on your PC and play them back. A click
of a button and you’re ready to execute the recorded action. The tool doesn’t allow for a huge number of keys to be recorded at
the same time. Hotkeys keyboard recording. Record keyboard actions. Keyboard recording is a powerful tool to make yourself
more efficient. Have you ever wished to assign a single shortcut to a lengthy task or multiple shortcuts to a repeated task? For
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KEYMACRO is a screen saver utility that allows you to create your own screensaver. Use it to get more privacy or to promote
your own screensaver. If you want to make your own screensaver, take a look at "Create your own Screensaver" demo Show
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